
SPORT FACILITIES REGULATIONS
 They are at disposal from 8 a.m to 10 p.m. The use might be temporarily forbidden cause of 
 maintenance, tournaments or other events;
 Courts can be booked throught the system “on-line”/APP. Every player can book a maximum of 1 hour per day. 
 The bookable game time is 55 minutes, so as to allow the access to the next players at the change of times.   
 Those who continue to play more than 10 minutes after the booked time will be invited to leave the court and
will be charge  an additional hour;
They have a variable hourly cost and can be consulted through the APP, there may be a supplement for

        Smoking
         Introducing food
         Leaving bottles or any waste at the end of the shift -there are the special containers near the courts-;
         Climbing fence strucutres or nets;
         Damaging or tampering with structures , infrastructure or any services of the camping facility;
         Introducing animals;
         Having a bad behaviour or using inappropriate language, or producing noise which can disturb

1.
2.
3.

4.
        lighting during "night" hours;
    5. Once booked, they can be canceled with the "on-line" / APP system with at least 12 hours notice.
    6. the entire field fee will be charged, but it will still be possible to retrieve the time, by requesting it to
       employees, based on the remaining availability of the day. In any case, the entire court fee will be charged.
      The cost for the rental of sport facilities must be payed until the day before leaving.                                         
                                                           7.  Into the court it is strictly forbidden:  

                other guests.
                                                              The access to the facilities is allowed:   
     8. Only to the players who have booked the service and who have the reservation code. 
     9. The staff in charge might do some checks to verify the effective number of the indicated players.
    10. Only with appropriate clothing and proper to the booked sport.  
            (It is not allowed to play  swimsuit or bare-  chested).
                                                               The equipmet can be rented for a fee. 
    11.Players are responsible for any damage to the sport facilities. They must be immediately reported 
        to the employees. 
    If any damage is found before the use of the facilities, it is necessary to immediately inform the receptionist
    or the   employees for a discharge of any responsibility;  

    The  Company Srl Cieffe called Camping Village Baia Azzurra declines any responsibility for any damage caused
    by players to themserves or third parties during the use of the courts; 
                                   With the booking and the use of the facilities is this regulation expressly accepted. 

Kind Regards
Cieffe Srl

 Camping Village Baia Azzurra


